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SUMMARY

60-SECOND SUMMARY
The UK has a gender pay gap: within industries, within occupations, and within organisations, women earn less per hour, on average, than men. A small proportion of this gap may be the result of unequal pay for the same work within a firm – which is illegal on the grounds of gender and other protected characteristics – but the majority is a consequence of the sort of jobs that women do, their level of seniority, and their working patterns.

New firm-level data, published in April 2018 to meet new government reporting requirements, suggests that most large employers have a gender pay gap, although organisations’ pay gaps tend to be smaller than the pay gap for the industry in which they operate. Closing the gender pay gap within organisations would not, therefore, eliminate the economy-wide pay gap altogether. But employers do have an important part to play, and should make every effort to ensure that their pay, progression and flexible working policies help both men and women to combine work and caring commitments, and do not unconsciously bias the balance of who progresses, and who doesn’t.

It is possible for an employer to have a large gender pay gap and be working hard to promote gender equality; it is also possible for an employer to have a small gap and pay women (and men) poorly. Further, some measures to promote gender equality may actually increase the pay gap in the short-term – for example, the recruitment of more female graduate trainees. We should therefore be cautious in attributing too much importance to the pay gap data in isolation. We would encourage more firms to publish short, accessible narrative reports alongside their pay gap results in future.

KEY FINDINGS
At the level of the economy:

- **The UK has a gender pay gap of 18.4 per cent**: Women earn, on average, 18.4 per cent less per hour than men. The pay gap is 9.1 per cent for full-time work, and -5.1 per cent for part-time work. Part-time work still contributes to the overall pay gap, however, as it tends to be lower-paid, and is overwhelmingly done by women.

- **The pay gap has six drivers**: occupational segregation (more men than women working in certain higher-paid occupations); seniority (women tending to be in less senior roles than men); the maternity penalty; the lower level of part-time pay; historical skills gaps between men and women; and discrimination and bias.

- **Occupational segregation explains some, but not all, of the gap**: 81 per cent of occupations have a pay gap, even at a very granular level of detail. Within-occupation differences in roles, such as differences in seniority, are therefore a significant driver of the pay gap.

- **The pay gap tends to be lower when pay itself is lower**: this means that tackling the pay gap in isolation will not be sufficient to ensure that women are engaged in good, well-paid work.

---

1 As defined by the Equality Act 2010. In 2017, 22,531 equal pay claims were brought to tribunal - 11 per cent of all jurisdictional complaints (MOJ 2018).
• The pay gap is largest for women over the age of 40, and persists for the rest of a woman’s working life.

At the level of the organisation:
• The 10,019 employers that have reported have an average pay gap within their organisations of 12 per cent, with 78 per cent reporting a pay gap of some level. Just over half of employers have a gap of between 0 and 20 per cent.
• The difference between men and women’s average pay tends to be smaller within organisations than within the industry in which they operate: this means that, while it is right that firms should work to reduce their pay gaps, closing employer-level gaps would not be sufficient to eliminate the pay gap across the economy as a whole.

FIGURE 3.4
Organisation-level pay gaps are, on the whole, smaller than the industry average
Organisations’ reported gender pay gaps (2017), averaged by industry, and industry average pay gaps (2017)

Note: Firms have reported a snapshot of their pay gaps as of 5 April 2017.
Note: *industry-average pay gap for water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities is low-quality, so has been excluded from this analysis.
Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18) and ONS 2017a (Tables 4.12 and 16.12)

• Employers that produced narrative reporting alongside their pay gap data cited occupational segregation, men holding more of the senior roles, and part-time working, as the most common drivers of their pay gaps.
• The most common strategies employers put forward to reduce their pay gaps were: upskilling and in-work training; reviewing recruitment policies; and facilitating flexible working.
• In many cases, it would be possible for an employer to reduce its pay gap by taking action that could be detrimental to women, such as outsourcing its low-paid work. The pay gap is a blunt instrument, which should be interpreted in context and with caution.

RECOMMENDATIONS
In this discussion paper we make a small number of initial recommendations targeted at employers. Future work will explore the potential to refine the reporting requirements.

1. **Employers should rethink policies around pay negotiation.**
   Women have a lower propensity to negotiate salary both when starting a new job and when in post (see Leibrandt and List 2014). There are four contrasting ways that organisations could tackle women’s lower propensity to negotiate:
   - They could rule out the possibility of negotiation altogether
   - They could state explicitly in job advertisements that salaries are negotiable
   - They could offer successful candidates the option of a colleague to negotiate on their behalf
   - They could mirror or match salary offers, ensuring that all employees on the same level earn at least as much as any new recruit.

2. **Employers should introduce a more structured approach to progression.**
   To tackle women’s lower propensity to put themselves forward for progression opportunities, employers could take a more rigid approach to progression, and automatically consider employees for a step up after a given length of time in post. Firms could also consider a policy of committing to interview all internal candidates for a post, alongside encouraging more women to apply for internal promotions as part of a more structured approach to development.

3. **Employers should encourage more men to work flexibly, and to take time out for caring responsibilities.**
   Changing men’s working behaviour is a crucial component of closing the gender pay gap. To reduce the gender stratification of full and part-time roles, and reduce the maternity penalty, employers could look to introduce dedicated, paid paternity leave offered on a ‘use it or lose it’ basis, to advertise roles as flexible by default, and to encourage men to partake in job share arrangements.

4. **Employers should commit to publishing narrative reports alongside their pay gaps.**
   Some firms have taken the initiative and published narrative reporting materials alongside their pay gap data in their first year of reporting. We would like to see more organisations committing to do this alongside their 2019 releases to place their gender pay gaps in context, and facilitate a more balanced discussion among users of the data.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is illegal to pay a woman less than a man for the same work, and has been since the Equal Pay Act was introduced in 1970. However, women in work across the economy overall continue to be paid less, on average, than men.

The gender pay gap is the key summary statistic for comparing men and women's pay. It is calculated as the difference between men and women's median\(^\text{2}\) gross hourly earnings, expressed as a percentage of men's median gross hourly earnings (ONS 2018a).\(^\text{3}\) However, it doesn't take into account any of the drivers of different pay levels, such as age, qualifications, experience or seniority, or type of work. As such, a firm-level gender pay gap does not indicate discriminatory practices, and is not unlawful.

This report analyses two types of data on gender pay: the economy-wide data produced by the ONS, and new organisation-level data published for the first time in April 2018 by more than 10,000 large employers, following the introduction of new reporting requirements.

We supplement this data analysis with a review of a sample of the narrative reporting that some firms have published alongside their gender pay gap data, to find out what employers think are the causes of their pay gaps, and what they plan to do about them.

Finally, we propose actions that employers could take to promote gender equality within their organisations.

---

\(^{2}\) The mid-point salary for women employees.

\(^{3}\) The gender pay gap can also be calculated using mean hourly pay. We use the median throughout this report, unless otherwise stated. See glossary on page 33 for fuller definitions of all terms used.
The gender pay gap results from a complex combination of drivers, which interact with and reinforce each other.

**OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION**
Many occupations in the UK are stratified by gender: they are either done mostly by men (for example, driving work), or by women (for example, midwifery). This can be the result of educational and personal preferences, societal norms, or varying degrees of confidence and ambition, which lead women and men to choose different occupations. It can also be a result of bias, if an employer makes hiring decisions on the basis of preconceived ideas about which jobs are suitable for men or women.

**SENiorITY**
It has long been established that there is a ‘glass ceiling effect’ whereby women are less likely than men to progress to a senior position (see Purcell et al 2006). Research by the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (2015) finds that the proportion of female employees decreases with seniority in two-thirds (67 per cent) of organisations. Men in management positions are 40 per cent more likely to be promoted than women (CMI 2017).

**The Maternity penalty**
Many women take maternity leave at some point during their career – 340,000 every year (Hall 2013). Even with shared parental leave now an option, it is still women who will typically take a longer time away from work in order to look after children: the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy estimates take up has been as low as just 2 per cent since its introduction (BEIS 2018). Women’s lower pay on average contributes to this result: in two-earner families where the woman earns less than the man, it may be financially impractical to forgo the father’s salary.

This career break, even if short, can mean the loss of development and progression opportunities. Further, women are more likely to work part-time after having children (Alakeson 2012) or to take a lower-level position in order to gain greater flexibility, or to be located closer to schools and childcare. For men, in contrast, there is a paternity ‘bonus’. While, a mother in her early 40s working full-time, who had their child(ren) by the age of 33 earns on average 7 per cent less than comparable women who have not had children, men with children earn a fifth more than those without children (TUC/IPPR 2016).

**DISPARITY BETWEEN PART-TIME HOURLY PAY AND FULL-TIME HOURLY PAY**
Women in part-time roles earn more than men: men’s median hourly earnings in 2017 were 5.1 per cent lower than those of women (ONS 2018a). However, the amount a part-time employee earns is considerably less than a full-time employee. In 2017, men’s median hourly full-time pay was 65.4 per cent higher than median part-time pay, and for women it was 42.8 per cent higher (ONS 2018a).

It is often easier to work part-time in lower-paid occupations: surveys suggest that 44 per cent of women choose low-skilled work for this reason (Alakeson 2012).

**DISCRIMINATION AND BIAS**
Women can be impacted by unconscious bias as well as overt discrimination at work. Where progression is achieved through working long hours, women with childcare responsibilities may be unfairly disadvantaged. Similarly, working cultures that reward traits seen as masculine, such as an aggressive negotiating style, can make it hard for women to demonstrate their skills (Brynin 2017).

Women also experience harassment in the workplace, which can influence their working choices. More than half (52 per cent) of women report having experienced harassment at some point in their working lives (TUC 2016). Twenty-one per cent of women who have experienced harassment at work report having avoided situations at work as a result of harassment and 15 per cent have reported feeling less confident at work (ibid).

Finally, a small proportion of the gender pay gap is likely to be a consequence of unlawful, unequal pay. Last year, 11 per cent of all employment tribunal jurisdictional complaints were brought on grounds regarding equal pay, totalling 22,531 cases, but there may be more instances of unequal pay going unchallenged or unnoticed (MOJ 2018).

**HISTORIC SKILLS GAPS**
In the past it has been argued that women earn less than men because they are less invested in their careers, and therefore do not upskill throughout their working lives in order to get the top jobs (Polacheck 2004). If true, this is more likely to be the case for older women, for whom the gender pay gap is greatest (ONS 2017a, 2018a). With more women now going to university than men (HESA 2017), the impact of the variation in skills and qualifications between men and women should be lower in the future.
2. THE UK’S GENDER PAY GAP

WHOLE ECONOMY DATA

The following analysis uses individual-level data published through the Office for National Statistics Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ONS ASHE) (ONS 2017a), which provides gender pay gap figures for the whole economy. Reported pay gaps, unless otherwise stated, refer to the median gender pay gap.

The UK has a gender pay gap for full-time work of 9.1 per cent, which means that the median female full-time employee earns 9.1 per cent less per hour, excluding overtime, than the median male full-time employee. The gender pay gap has narrowed over time, but that progress looks to have stalled (see figure 2.1).

If we include part-time workers in the calculation, the gender pay gap widens to 18.4 per cent (ONS 2018a). This is because women are more likely to work part-time – they account for three-quarters of the part-time workforce (ONS 2018b) - and part-time work pays less per hour than full-time work, on average. The low level of part-time pay explains the counter-intuitive result that the part-time pay gap is negative – women working part time earn more than men – yet including part-time work in the calculation makes the overall pay gap larger.

The UK’s gender pay gap is large relative to other countries. In 2016, the OECD average gender pay gap was 14.1 per cent, with countries such as France, Belgium, and Denmark reporting gaps of just 9.9, 4.7, and 5.8 per cent, respectively (OECD 2017). It is important to note, however, that a smaller gender pay gap does not necessarily imply greater gender equality. Greece and Italy, for example, have low gender pay gaps at least in part because they have relatively low rates of female labour market participation (OECD 2018).

Belgium data from 2015.
FIGURE 2.2
The UK gender pay gap is high relative to comparable countries
Gender pay gap for OECD countries (total, % of male median wage, 2016 or latest available)

Source: OECD 2017

PAY AND PAY GAPS BY OCCUPATION
All occupations, by the broadest ONS groupings, have a pay gap (figure 2.3), but the gap is generally largest among skilled trades and other manufacturing roles. Although the pay gap is smaller for professional and associate professional and technical roles, these are the biggest occupations by employment: they employ 38 per cent of the men working full-time, and 42 per cent of the women (ONS 2018e). Tackling pay disparities in these types of work would therefore do most to reduce the pay gap, despite the gap itself being smaller.

The pay gap for part-time work tends to be smaller or negative – as discussed above, this is because part-time and full-time work tend to be substantively different, with part-time work generally paying less.

FIGURE 2.3
Manufacturing roles have the largest pay gaps
Gender pay gap (%) by occupation and full-time/part-time

Source: ONS 2017a (Table 14.12)

5 Grouped at the highest level ‘major group’ of the ONS Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) (ONS 2018f).
The pay gap is highly correlated with the proportion of men within the occupational grouping. It is largest among skilled trades occupations and process, plant and machine operatives – both of which are predominantly ‘male’, manufacturing occupations – and lowest in sales and customer services and caring, leisure and other service occupations – which are predominantly female.

**FIGURE 2.4**
The gender pay gap is largest where the representation of women in the workforce is lowest

*FIGURE 2.4: Occupations’ gender pay gaps (2017), and men as % of all employees (April-June 2017)*

There is gender stratification within these broad occupational groupings, which may in part account for the gaps. Within skilled trades, a male-dominated area where women comprise only 11 per cent of all employees, 67 per cent of these women work in food preparation and hospitality, which pays a median wage of £8.83 an hour. The majority of men working in the same (major) occupational grouping, in contrast, work in skilled metal, electrical and electronic trades (57 per cent), which pays £13.73 an hour (ONS 2018e; ONS 2017d).

To try and control for the effect of occupational segregation on the gender pay gap, figure 2.5 below presents pay gaps by the most granular level of the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) detail available (see ONS 2018f). This data is less robust than the broader occupational data above. But it suggests that, even controlling for the type of work, women earn less on average than men. Eighty-one per cent of occupations have a gender pay gap. This points to seniority as a critical driver of the pay gap: for most occupations, men are in more senior, high-pay versions of the role than women.

---

6 Comprising skilled agricultural and related trades, skilled metal, electrical and electronic trades, skilled construction and building trades, and textiles, printing and other skilled trades.

7 See glossary for a definition of this term.
FIGURE 2.5
Even using a very detailed occupational breakdown, women earn less than men on average
Gender pay gap (%) by occupation (2017)

Note: We have reported all occupational data at a SOC 4 digit degree of detail, including low-quality estimates, which have a higher coefficient of variation (CV) and are to be interpreted with caution. For more details see the Notes sheet of Table 14.12 of ONS 2017a.
Source: ONS 2017a (Table 14.12)

The occupation data reveals the degree to which men and women in supposedly comparable leadership positions are actually doing quite different jobs. Looking at the ‘managers, directors and senior officials’ category in more detail, women who are managers and directors are much more likely than men to work in health and social care, and much less likely to be a chief executive or a financial manager and director, where pay is typically higher. This helps to explain why women in the category are paid 17.2 per cent less than men.
FIGURE 2.6
The lower-paid types of managerial role tend to be done by women
Percentage of women in roles within ‘managers, directors and senior officials’ (April-June 2017), and median hourly pay for the occupation (2017)

Source: ONS 2018e, ONS 2017c (Table 14.6a)

Even within occupations that are more female on aggregate, women are more likely to occupy the lower-paid roles. For example, within sales and customer service work, women make up two-thirds of the assistants and cashiers – the sub-occupation offering the lowest hourly wage.

FIGURE 2.7
Even in predominantly female occupational groups, women are over-represented within the lowest-paying sub-groups
Percentage of women in roles within ‘sales and customer service’ (April-June 2017), and median hourly pay for the occupation (2017)

Source: ONS 2018e, ONS 2017c (Table 14.6a)

8 Numbers of women employed as senior officers in protective services were unavailable and are therefore not presented.
PAY AND PAY GAPS BY INDUSTRY

All but two industry sectors pay women less than men on average, according to the ONS data. Of the two sectors that report negative pay gaps, one is the household sector (i.e. households’ activities as employers and producers of goods and services), and the other is water supply, sewerage and waste management, which is a lower-quality estimate.9

FIGURE 2.8
Only two industry sectors have negative gender pay gaps
Gender pay gap (%) by industry (2017)

The gender pay gap tends to be lower when pay itself is lower. In part, this is the result of narrower salary ranges within lower paid industries and occupations. Looking at a higher level of industry detail, none of the industries that have a negative pay gap are found to pay more than £17 an hour, while the four industries that pay more than £20 an hour all have pay gaps in excess of 30 per cent.

9 Quality of estimate reported by ONS according to size of the coefficient of variation for corresponding male and female earnings estimates. For more information, see ONS 2017a.
FIGURE 2.9
The gender pay gap tends to be lower in industries with lower median pay overall
Industry gender pay gaps (%), and median hourly pay (all employees), 2017

Notes: Industries are 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 2007; all available industry data has been included, but it should be noted that some estimates are considered to be low-quality.
Source: ONS 2017a (Table 4.12) and ONS 2017b (Table 4.6a)

THE PAY GAP BY AGE
The pay gap is largest for women over the age of 40, particularly for those in full-time work. Women in their thirties working part-time earn more than part-time men, and this working pattern is sufficiently prevalent to produce a negative median pay gap for part-time working overall. However, as noted earlier, both women and men working part-time tend to earn a lower hourly wage than their full-time equivalents.

FIGURE 2.10
The pay gap is largest for women over the age of 40
Median gender pay gap (%), by age, by type of contract (2017)

Source: ONS 2017a (Table 6.12), 2018a
THE PAY GAP BY REGION

The gender pay gap varies across the nations and regions of the UK, and is likely to reflect regions' different sectoral mixes, as well as the fact that company head offices are clustered in London and the South East. The pay gap is negative where pay itself is lowest – Northern Ireland – and highest where pay is highest, although in general, the relationship between the level of pay, and the size of the pay gap, looks weak. London has a high mean pay gap because a small number of employees are extremely well-remunerated, which skews the average.

FIGURE 2.11

The pay gap varies significantly by region

Median and mean gender pay gap, and median hourly gross earnings, by UK region (2017)

CONCLUSIONS

The UK has a gender pay gap. Even within the same tightly-defined occupation, across the economy as a whole, women earn less, on average, than men. This suggests that the solution lies in ensuring that women are given every opportunity to keep pace with male counterparts at work, through enlightened pay and progression policies.

Although occupational stratification is not the sole cause of the pay gap, it is one driver: women are over-represented in low-pay occupations. To tackle this ‘horizontal’ segregation, more young women need to be encouraged and supported to pursue high-pay occupations early on, and it needs to become easier to switch occupations mid-career.

The gender pay gap tends to be lower in industries where pay itself is also lower. This suggests that asking firms to focus on the pay gap in isolation will not be sufficient to ensure that women are engaged in good work that pays well.

The pay gap opens up at the age of 40 – the period when the demands of childcare are at their height – and persists for the remainder of a woman’s working life. Reducing the gender pay gap therefore requires an equalisation of the lifetime hours that men and women work, through both better return-to-work policies, and more men taking time out of the labour market and working flexibly, to distribute caring responsibilities more evenly.
3. THE UK’S GENDER PAY GAP
ORGANISATION-LEVEL DATA

THE NEW GENDER PAY GAP REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
New legislation came into force in April 2017, which places a duty on all employers with more than 250 employees to publish their gender pay gap data every year. The first reporting deadline was 4 April 2018 (30 March 2018 for public sector employers), by which time employers were required to report a ‘snapshot’ of their payroll as of 5 April 2017 (Government Equalities Office 2017). This new data complements existing individual-level gender pay gap data, published through the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings and analysed above.

Employers are required to report six pieces of information: the mean and median gender pay gap within their organisations; the mean and median bonus gap; the proportion of men and women that received a bonus; and the proportion of men and women in each pay quartile.

All employers have the option to provide a ‘supporting narrative’ document which provides context to the figures, and sets out what the organisation is doing to reduce its gender pay gap.

KEY RESULTS AT THE LEVEL OF THE ORGANISATION
The 10,019 employers that have reported have an average pay gap of 12 per cent.10 Seventy-eight per cent report a gender pay gap, while 843 employers, 8 per cent of the total, report a pay gap of zero. Just 14 per cent report that median pay for women is higher than for men.

FIGURE 3.1

78 per cent of employers report a gender pay gap
Distribution of median gender pay gap (%), reported by employers, 2017

Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18)

10 All data correct as reported and available for download as of 5 April 2018
The most common pay gap – reported by 29 per cent of organisations – is between 0 and 10 per cent. A small minority, 1.5 per cent of employers, report a median gap of over 50 per cent. These 147 organisations employ up to 160,612 people, on the basis of the employment bands they have reported.

FIGURE 3.2
The most commonly-reported pay gap is between 0 and 10 per cent

Gender pay gaps reported by employers, 2017

![Gender pay gap distribution graph]

Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18)

The data suggests that larger employers tend to have smaller pay gaps (although for certain categories, the sample size is small). Large employers also have the biggest differential between the mean and the median, however, suggesting that these organisations employ a small number of highly remunerated senior staff, and that those roles are disproportionately held by men.

11 Maximum number calculation based on maximum number of employees within each band size, and number of employers.

12 238 employers reported having fewer than 250 employees (and those employers were under no obligation to report, under the legislation). 438 employers reported having 5,000 – 19,999 employees, and 65 reported 20,000 or more employees.
FIGURE 3.3
Larger employers tend to have smaller reported pay gaps
Average reported gender pay gap, by size of employer, 2017

Note: 235 employers did not volunteer information on number of employees, and are excluded from this analysis.
Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18)

BOX 3.1. Case study: HSBC Bank PLC
HSBC Bank PLC is the largest of HSBC’s seven UK employing entities, employing approximately 23,507 people.

Key statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean gender pay gap</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gender pay gap</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus pay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 85% of women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 84% of men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median bonus pay gap</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean bonus pay gap</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3A
HSBC: gender balance of each pay quartile
Drivers of the gender pay gap
HSBC has a pay gap because there are fewer women in senior leadership; the majority of its female staff are in more junior and lower-paid roles; and there is a higher prevalence of part-time working among women. The firm’s most senior roles are based in the UK, which explains why the mean pay gap is significantly larger than the median.

Although a similar proportion of men and women receive a bonus, part-time employees’ bonuses are calculated pro-rata, which means the bonus pay gap is larger than the hourly pay gap.

Company response
The company has committed to the following actions to address its pay gap:

• **Signing up to the 30 per cent club**: the campaign has a target of 30 per cent of senior leadership roles to be held by women by 2020. HSBC has also committed to creating gender-diverse shortlists for all senior leadership roles.

• **Developing female talent to strengthen the leadership pipeline**: it now looks for gender balance among its UK graduate intake, and encourages balanced representation in its internal progression programme for high-potential staff.

• **Support for flexible working arrangements**: through a new Flex Employee network, and the provision of parental leave ‘coaching’.

Conclusion
HSBC is a large employer with a relatively gender-balanced workforce, but where the majority of the lowest-paid workers (in relative terms) are women. It could make an immediate difference to its pay gap by employing more men in junior roles, but by far the better response for long-run gender equality would be to focus on bringing more women into senior positions. That may, in the short-run, increase the pay gap, if it results in more female graduate trainees.

Aggregating gender pay gap data by industry\(^\text{13}\) suggests that for most sectors, the pay gaps within firms are smaller than for the industry in which they operate.

There are many possible reasons for this. Only large employers have to report their pay gaps, while the ONS ASHE covers all employers, and it may be that smaller firms have larger pay gaps (as this data set suggests). Organisations may specialise in particular occupations within an industry sector, reducing within-firm pay variation. Firms may also outsource low-paid elements of their work, which if predominantly done by women would act to reduce their gender pay gaps.

This result is significant because it suggests that tackling pay inequality at the level of the firm, although desirable, will not be sufficient to close the gender pay gap across the economy as a whole.

\(^{13}\) Note that the industry information is drawn from Companies House records, and is self-reported. It may be prone to inaccuracies, meaning our conclusions are tentative.
FIGURE 3.4
Organisation-level pay gaps are, on the whole, smaller than the industry average
Organisations’ reported gender pay gaps (2017), averaged by industry, and industry average pay gaps (2017)

Note: *industry-average pay gap for water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities is low-quality, so has been excluded from this analysis.
Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18) and ONS 2017a (Tables 4.12 and 16.12)

BOX 3.2. Case study: Walkers Snack Foods Ltd
Walkers Snack Foods Ltd is one of four ‘employing entities’ against which its parent company, Pepsico, reports its gender pay gap. As of 5 April 2017, it employed 2,827 people in the UK, 77 per cent of which were male, 23 per cent female.

Key statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean gender pay gap</td>
<td>-8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gender pay gap</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus pay (received by)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 15.8% of women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 8.4% of men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Bonus gender pay gap</td>
<td>-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Bonus gender pay gap</td>
<td>-74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IPPR | The state of pay Demystifying the gender pay gap
Drivers of the gender pay gap

The majority of Walkers Snack Foods’ employees is based at factories around the UK. The work is low-pay: a semi-skilled operator might be paid an average of £19,617 per annum.14

The firm has an interesting result: a negative mean pay gap, but a positive median. This suggests that, although the population of women employees as a whole tends to be paid less than men, a small number of women in senior positions may be skewing the average pay gap. The existence of a negative bonus pay gap looks to support this explanation.

Pepsico’s corporate function in the UK has a pay gap of 24 per cent, suggesting that men tend to hold more of the company’s highest-paid corporate roles.

Company response

Pepsico has produced narrative reporting for all four of its employing entities combined, meaning the extent to which each entity will benefit from them is unclear. Interventions include:

- **support for flexible working**: including reduced hours and days, job sharing, and remote working
- **partnership with Leading Executives Advancing Diversity (LEAD)**: LEAD aims to attract, retain and advance women in Europe’s consumer goods and retail industry
- **return to work programme**: which aims to encourage and support employees as they return to work after having children
- **mentoring programme**: which aims to connect employers with young women to challenge gender stereotypes as well as encouraging more women into Science, Technology, Engineering and Manufacturing (STEM) roles.

Conclusion

The organisation has a predominantly male workforce, and a negative mean gender pay gap in its manufacturing operation. However, the case study highlights that the size of a company’s pay gap will vary depending on whether subsidiaries are examined together or separately.

---

14 https://www.reed.co.uk/average-salary
Men are more likely than women to be in their employer’s top pay quartile. On average – across all employers reporting – 61 per cent of the top earners are men. Women are, conversely, over-represented in the bottom pay quartile. This reflects both the occupational segregation and seniority drivers of the gender pay gap described above: women are less likely to progress into management positions, or to work in better-remunerated, technical positions.

**FIGURE 3.5**

*Women are in the minority among organisations’ top earners*

*Gender balance across pay quartiles*

Employers report that their male and female employees have a broadly equal likelihood of being paid a bonus. The gender pay gap for bonus payments is negative: the median bonus employers pay to women is 14.2 per cent higher than the equivalent for men. The pay gap as measured by the mean, however, is positive (15.4 per cent) suggesting that a small minority of senior employees – the majority of which are men – receive very large bonus payments.

**FIGURE 3.6**

*Women get higher bonuses than men on average, but more men receive the very highest bonuses*

*Average mean and median pay gap for bonus pay (%) and average percentage of employers receiving bonus pay, as reported by employers, 2017/18*
BOX 3.3. Case study: Deloitte UK
Deloitte UK, a professional services firm, has two employment entities that it reports against: Deloitte LLP and Deloitte MCS Ltd. The table shows the figures for the whole of Deloitte UK which combines both legal entities as well as other employees who are managed by Deloitte UK but are not within the scope of the mandated disclosure.

Key statistics

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean gender pay gap</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gender pay gap</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonus pay</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Received by 62.4% of women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 39.1% of men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Median Bonus gender pay gap    | 39.1%      |
| Mean Bonus gender pay gap      | 50.9%      |

FIGURE 3C
Deloitte: gender balance of each pay quartile

Drivers of the gender pay gap
As Deloitte has identified in its own analysis, the key driver of the gender pay gap is the lower representation of women at the top of the organisation: just 19 per cent of the firm’s partners are women. This helps to explain why the median bonus gap is large, and the mean larger: bonuses are generally higher the more senior the recipient.

Company response
In 2012, Deloitte established a set of targets designed to ensure greater gender equality across the organisation. It set a target for 25 per cent of its partners to be women by 2020, rising to 30 per cent by 2025. In 2014, Deloitte published its ‘Women in Leadership’ gender balance action plan. This sets out a comprehensive strategy to drive gender equality including:

- **A focus on culture:** including initiatives such as its Time Out scheme (which enables employees to take four weeks’ unpaid leave each year) and encouraging ‘agile’ working as well as focusing on the inclusivity of the working environment
- **Reviewing recruitment processes:** to ensure that hiring processes at both entry level and for experienced hires successfully attract an equal share of women and men

15 More scope to work in a non-standard way, such as from home, on the move, or by adjusting hours informally.
• **Programmes targeted at ‘pain points’**: including a Return to Work internship programme; a transitions coaching programme for primary carers returning from maternity/parental leave; sponsorship programmes for senior female staff; and development of a talent pipeline for senior grades.

**Conclusion**

The organisation was an early adopter of measures designed to promote gender equality. Its experiences suggest that interventions take time to work – Deloitte set a modest target for partner representation at an eight-year horizon. This implies that those attempting to increase gender equality in their organisations should prepare to make a long-term effort, and not simply focus on year-to-year changes in their pay gap.

**EMPLOYERS’ NARRATIVE REPORTING**

Some employers have published supplementary, narrative reporting alongside the data they are obliged to submit. The informational content of this additional information is variable: some employers have simply offered a repeat of the required figures; others have provided a more detailed narrative, offering both explanations for their gaps, and their proposed responses.

We have analysed a random sample of 20 employers’ additional reporting materials. The average pay gap for these employers is 14.8 per cent – higher than the pay gap for the employer population as whole. They also tend to have fewer women in the top pay quartile: 29 per cent, compared with a population average of 39 per cent. These details could indicate that employers with greater gender imbalance are more likely to provide additional materials accounting for their gender pay gaps, although the difference between the average pay gaps is not statistically significant. The sample’s pay gaps are shown in figure 3.7.

**FIGURE 3.7**

Our sample of employers had a higher average pay gap than the population

*Gender pay gaps of random sample of employers that provided supporting materials*

Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap reporting (Gender Pay Gap Service 2018, data downloaded 13:15, 05/04/18)

---

16 Employers listed alphabetically with random number generator used to select 20 cases.

17 Student’s t-test of the difference between the sample mean, and the population mean, with 19 degrees of freedom.
Among the sample, the most popular reasons given for the existence of a gender pay gap, using the classification of factors described above, were seniority, occupational segregation, and part-time working. One employer referred to ‘lifestyle choices and career breaks’ as contributing factors – a veiled reference to women’s higher likelihood of taking time out of the labour market, or reducing their working hours, to care for children.

**FIGURE 3.8**
The most common explanations given for a gap were seniority and occupational segregation

*Frequency of explanations for gender pay gap*

Employers also used their supplementary reporting to refer to strategies and activities for improving their gender pay gap. The most common actions they proposed are:

- **Reviewing recruitment policies, thinking about where and how vacancies are advertised, who is involved in shortlisting and interviewing candidates, and routes into the sector or occupation:** such measures could address occupational stratification, and tackle the pay gap that results from differing seniority of men and women. They would be even more effective if done alongside actions to change the nature of the roles themselves, such as offering them on a flexible basis by default.

- **Schools-based programmes, to encourage girls to consider technical occupations and STEM careers:** again, this could help to address occupational stratification. Such efforts may have a significant impact, but they would have a long incubation time, and they perhaps require a coordinated effort across a sector, rather than action by a single employer. They will not necessarily change the cultural characteristics of the STEM sectors, however, which may be off-putting to women otherwise qualified to take up a STEM job.

- **In-work training and upskilling, with access to leadership and development programmes, skills training, and professional networks:** these interventions would specifically target the seniority gap, as well as addressing historical skills gaps.
• Mentoring and role models developed through women’s networks and by ensuring women are visible in leadership positions: this could counter both seniority and occupation gaps, but is more relevant for addressing the pay gap within organisations, and may have less impact at the industry level.

• Promoting flexible working, including unconventional hours, job share arrangements and parental leave: targeting these measures at women only will have a limited effect at reducing the maternity gap unless men are also encouraged to work flexibly.

• Unconscious bias training, for either leaders or recruiters: unconscious bias can help to reinforce progression and seniority-induced gaps. It can also contribute to occupational stratification. However, as with reviews of recruitment policies discussed above, it would much more effective if combined with a review of how the role itself is offered, to encourage women to apply.

• Targets for women in leadership, and commitments to meet these within certain time periods: this is a direct measure to reduce the seniority gap, but may be difficult for organisations to achieve in practice, unless accompanied by the recruitment and flexible working measures described above.

We have grouped responses into categories in figure 3.9 below (some employers submitted multiple strategies).

**FIGURE 3.9**

Organisations’ most popular response to gender pay inequality was upskilling

*Frequency of strategies to improve gender pay gap*

![Graph showing frequency of strategies to improve gender pay gap](image-url)

Source: IPPR analysis of gender pay gap supplementary reporting
BOX 3.4. Case study: Phase Eight

Phase Eight is a British women’s fashion design and retail business. Over the last ten years, it has grown significantly and now has more than 430 stores globally, all selling its design-led branded products. The company’s reported turnover in 2016 was £198 million.

Key statistics

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean gender pay gap</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gender pay gap</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus pay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 75% of women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received by 18.2% of men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median bonus pay gap</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean bonus pay gap</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3D

Phase Eight: gender balance of each pay quartile

Drivers of the gender pay gap

Phase Eight’s workforce is predominantly female, with a smaller number of senior, well-paid men, the majority of whom are based at its head office in London. As of 5 April 2017, Phase Eight employed 1754 people, 44 of which were male (2.5 per cent of the workforce) – and 39 are based at the company’s head office. Head office jobs tend to pay more than shop floor roles.

It is important to note that the problem is not a lack of women in leadership roles: women are well-represented in the top pay quartile. The pay gap is the size it is because senior staff are only a small proportion of the female workforce – it is the large, predominantly female shop floor workforce that drives the pay differential. Phase Eight’s centralised corporate structure, and the concentration of top jobs in London, may constrain the potential to promote shop floor staff to corporate roles, although there is movement between the two types of role.

Company response

The company argues that the main barrier to reducing the gender pay gap is the concentration of its male workforce in more senior, corporate roles, and demonstrates that removing corporate staff from the calculations means the gender pay gap is positive in women’s favour. However, the pay gap is not about balance at the top: it’s the result of a female shop floor workforce.
Phase Eight sets out a number of actions to tackle its current gender pay gap:

- more actively promoting policies on flexible working and shared parental leave
- providing additional training and development to encourage progression
- providing unconscious bias training to employees
- ensuring that pay decisions are appropriately moderated.

Conclusion

Phase Eight has a pay gap because it is a predominantly female employer, with the few men that do work there employed in corporate rather than shop floor roles. It is right to want to increase the number of women at the top of the organisation. But this is unlikely to make much of a difference to the pay gap. To do that, the company would need to either ‘level up’, and raise the wages of shop floor staff, ‘level down’, and either reduce the pay of the senior staff or employ more men on the shop floor (which the limited number of applications renders impractical), or to outsource or franchise out the lowest-paid work. Only the first of these options would be desirable from a gender equality perspective.

CONCLUSIONS

The first year of organisation-level reporting has revealed that 78 per cent of large employers have a gender pay gap.

For most industry sectors, the average pay gap within a firm was smaller than the pay gap across the sector as a whole. Although this result is tentative, it is significant because it suggests that relying on firms to reduce the gender pay gap will not fully address gender pay inequality.

A deep-dive on a small number of employers highlights the pitfalls of focusing on the gender pay gap to the exclusion of all other metrics of gender equality. In many cases, it would be possible for a firm to reduce its pay gap by taking action that could be detrimental to women, such as outsourcing low-wage work, or hiring fewer women graduate trainees.

The pay gap is a very blunt instrument; the potential for ‘gaming’ is therefore high, and could be an unintended consequence of sensationalist reporting of individual organisations’ pay gaps.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Below we consider the actions firms could take in response to the information now available to them as a result of the new reporting requirements, over and above the sorts of interventions they have pledged to take, which we sampled above.

We believe it is vital that firms consider the spirit of the regulations, rather than focusing exclusively on the small number of summary statistics they are asked to report. This may mean experiencing a widening of the gender pay gap in the short-term, to bring about greater equality in the long-run.

Our recommendations are tentative at this stage. We would like to undertake further work to explore them in more depth. A future project will consider the changes we might wish to see to the pay gap reporting requirements.

1. **Employers should rethink policies around pay negotiation**

Women are less likely to negotiate on pay, both upon being offered a job, and once within an organisation (Leibrandt and List 2014). Given that negotiation will result in a higher salary at least some of the time, this contributes to the gender pay gap.

There are four contrasting ways that organisations could tackle women’s lower propensity to negotiate:

- **They could rule out or limit the possibility of negotiation**: if men are more likely to negotiate than women, then a ‘no negotiation’ policy would eliminate the risk that negotiation unfairly benefits one gender over another. This would mean an employer advertising a precise salary during a recruitment process, rather than a range or a minimum. The civil service uses a version of this approach: recruiters cannot offer more than 20 per cent above the advertised salary without getting approval from the Civil Service Commission (CSC 2018).

- **They could state explicitly in job advertisements that salaries are negotiable**: a recent randomised control trial (RCT) found that women were equally likely to negotiate on salary as men where the possibility of negotiation was made explicit (Leibbrandt and List 2014). Firms could therefore consider adding a line to their adverts inviting negotiation.

- **They could introduce a policy of proxy negotiations**: the same study found that if women were asked to negotiate salaries on behalf of other women, differences in pay between men and women were reduced (ibid). Of course, such an approach may not be welcomed by all women, who feel themselves perfectly able to negotiate on their own behalf, so would need to be optional rather than mandatory.

- **They could mirror or match salary offers made to men**: by committing to pay all existing employees, or employees at the same level as the appointee, at least as much as they pay the new recruit, employers would both increase the cost of agreeing to the higher salary, and reduce the role that negotiation plays in the pay gap.

2. **Employers should introduce a more structured approach to progression**

Analysis of the gender pay gap by occupation pointed to the differing level of seniority within occupations – or vertical segregation – as being a key driver of the gender pay gap. One reason for this is women’s lower propensity to put themselves forward for senior roles (Gino et al 2015).
Employers propose leadership targets in their narrative materials as a way of getting more women into senior roles, but another way could be to reduce the ad hoc approach to promotion and progression, to ensure that employees are automatically considered for a step up after a given length of time in post. Firms could also consider a policy of agreeing to interview all internal candidates for a post, alongside encouraging more women to apply for internal promotions, through mentoring and other developmental support. The Confederation of British Industry has recommended that managers be appraised on their performance at developing their staff - an idea we support.18

3. Employers should encourage more men to work flexibly, and to take time out for caring responsibilities

The gap between full-time versus part-time pay, and the greater likelihood of women to want to work part-time and take time out of the labour market, are mutually reinforcing drivers of the gender pay gap. If more men were to work non-standard hours, and to take time out of the labour market, it would start to normalise flexible working, and eliminate the substantive differences between the sorts of roles done on a part-time basis, versus those that tend to be done full-time.

This sits in contrast to the usual policies around flexible working, which tend to focus on women rather than men. But this misses the reality of the maternity penalty, which is that it reflects, at least in part, differences in the hours ‘clocked up’ at work by men relative to women – which allowing women to work flexibly will not address. Reducing that difference requires movement in both directions: better, more accessible return-to-work opportunities for women, and men taking a greater share of caring responsibilities.

The latter could take the form of policies like dedicated, paid paternity leave offered on a ‘use it or lose it’ basis, advertising roles as flexible by default to ‘normalise’ the idea of flexible working, and encouraging men, and senior men in particular, to partake in job share arrangements.

4. Employers should commit to publishing narrative reports alongside their pay gaps

The pay gap data provides only one, porthole-sized window on the nature of gender equality within a firm. An employer can have a small pay gap within one of its employing entities, yet still have a large gap across its business as a whole (which it is not required to report). It may be able to reduce its gap by taking its low-paid work ‘off book’ and outsourcing. And conversely, desirable behaviours that would promote genuine equality over the long run, such as recruiting more women graduate trainees, may increase the pay gap for a period of years, before causing it to narrow.

To ensure that users of the firm-level data do not focus exclusively on the pay gap numbers, we recommend that firms take the initiative, and publish a short report to place their figures in context. Some firms have done this in their first year of reporting; we would like to see more firms committing to do this alongside their next release, in 2019. This will be particularly important in future years, as firms feel the pressure to demonstrate an improvement in their pay gap over time.

We would also like to see firms reporting additional workforce data – such as the numbers of men and women working flexibly (to support the previous recommendation), the numbers of men and women employed overall, and the average length of service and turnover for men and women.

18 See: http://www.cbi.org.uk/time-for-action-/Recommendations.html
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GLOSSARY

**Equal pay**: Men and women in the same employment performing equal work must receive equal pay, as set out in the Equality Act 2010.

**Flexible working**: Any type of working pattern which is different from full-time working within a standard pattern for a given occupation or sector. It can include: job sharing (holding a post with another employee), compressed hours (working fewer days but the same number of hours), flexi-time (working a set number of hours at any time convenient, sometimes with core hours defined), working from home, or working part-time.

**Full-time hours**: A working pattern of 30 or more hours per week.

**Gender pay gap**: Measure of the difference between men’s and women’s average earnings across an organisation or the labour market, expressed as a percentage of men’s earnings. It is most commonly calculated as the difference between men and women’s median gross hourly earnings, expressed as a percentage of men’s median gross hourly earnings. A positive pay gap means men are paid more than women, on average; a negative pay gap means women are paid more, on average, than men.

**Maternity pay penalty**: The pay gap between working mothers and women with similar characteristics, but without dependent children.

**Mean gross hourly earnings**: Average of all employees’ hourly before-tax earnings in a given sample or population, calculated as the sum of all employees’ hourly before-tax earnings, divided by the number of employees in the sample or population.

**Median gross hourly earnings**: Mid-point of all employees’ hourly before-tax earnings in a given sample or population, when ordered from lowest to highest.

**Occupational stratification/segregation by gender**: The phenomenon that certain roles are predominantly done by one gender. Examples include driving work (which is a predominantly male occupation), and midwifery (predominantly done by women).

**Population**: All employees or employers from which a sample can be drawn and results generalised to.

**Sample**: Sub-section of the population on which analysis has been conducted.

**Unconscious bias**: Occurs when people favour others who look like them and/or share their values, based on stereotypes or prejudices people are not aware that they have or that they are acting upon.
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